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Soil moisture was recognised
as an Essential Climate Variable
(ECV) in 2010.

The ESA CCI Soil Moisture project team is pleased to announce the publication of its latest product release the ECV SM 02.0. Apart from an extension to the year 2013, the new product differs from the former version
by improved gap filling, new data attributes, and a revision of processing algorithms and merging procedures.

35 years of remotely sensed soil moisture – ECV SM 02.0
Since June 2012 version 01.0 is available for
download via the ESA CCI soil moisture project
website, presenting daily surface soil moisture
data in volume metric units [m3m-3] with a
global coverage and at a spatial resolution
of 0.25° for the entire 32-year time period
from 1979 to 2010. This surface soil moisture
dataset was recently revised and extended.
The latest ECV SM dataset version 02.0
represents the best available long-term remotely
sensed surface soil moisture estimates.

It has been extended to the year 2013 by
including Windsat and AMSR-2 data.
Furthermore, it presents new data attributes
including original retrieval time stamp, satellite
mode/orbit direction, and frequency band. A
new data selection and merging scheme was
implemented including improved gap filling.
Better exception handling is also implemented
for the scaling algorithm. However, the main
improvement is the provision of scatterometer
and radiometer-only time series.

Find out more about ECV SM 02.0 in the Product
Specification Document (PSD) and download
your 35 years of surface soil moisture data
on the ESA CCI soil moisture project website:
http://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org
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Overview of key improvements in ECV SM 02.0
Anomalies 2013

Dataset extends to the end of
December 2013
Windsat and AMSR-2 were brought
into the ECV SM product
Updated radiometer and scatterometer processing algorithms
Improved procedures for merging
passive and active datasets
New data attributes
Data gaps due to ERS failure
refilled with AMSR-E for the
period 2002-2006
Provision of scatterometer and
radiometer-only time series

Annually-averaged global spatial anomaly map of ECV SM v02.0 for the year 2013.
Source: BAMS state-of-the-climate

Project achievements & News
> Climate applications of the CCI ECV time series for land-atmosphere coupling diagnostics and for investigating spatial
representativeness of soil moisture dynamics showed the value of a remotely-sensed long-term time series of soil moisture,
as it is capable of complementing conventional in-situ measurements and land-surface model based soil moisture products.
> The US National Climate Assessment report as well as the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (BAMS) State of the
Climate Report 2013 featured the CCI Soil Moisture product.
> Related to the Satellite soil moisture validation and application workshop held in July 2014 in Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
a special issue “Advances in the Validation and Application of Remotely Sensed Soil Moisture” is currently in preparation for
the International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and GeoInformation. If you are interested to contribute, please have a look
at the announcement and submit your contribution until 31 December 2014. Publication is planned for July 2015.
> In autumn 2014, the CCI Soil Moisture project will publish the Climate Assessment report and the Product User Guide for the
latest ECV dataset release.
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Where our 1292 users come from

Downloads June 2012 - September 2014

Societal Benefit Areas

Contact details
Science Lead

Project Management

ESA Project Coordinator

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wagner
wolfgang.wagner@geo.tuwien.ac.at

Dr. Eva Haas
haas@geoville.com

Dr. Pascal Lecomte
pascal.lecomte@esa.int

Dr. Wouter Dorigo
wouter.dorigo@geo.tuwien.ac.at

Richard Kidd
richard.kidd@geo.tuwien.ac.at

To download the ECV Soil Moisture
dataset and obtain more information
about the project please visit:
http://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org
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